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For a fun night out go see Urban
Legend. Page 4

Soccer

GFU defeated Willamette

Mark McGwire and the

15-i, /5-6. 15-9

amazing '98 season. Page 8
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Men: GFU 3, Pacific 0
Women: GFU 4, Pacific 1
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New directions for KFOX and Crescent
Carley Egelston
ASC Comm. Director

sidering the concerns and
the ideas of the previous
KFOX management, DJ's,
and students, specific

Something is missing
on campus this year. Have

goals are set to

you noticed?

ma ke KFOX more

In January, a new
KFOX will open to the

desirable and suc

through the year, the num

room staff is already busy.

ber of issues will double

Their work will be dis

from last year.
L'Ami will be adding

played in each issue of the
Crescent, as well as select

worked through the sum
mer to prepare the design
and photographs for the
Bruin, and although the

activities pictures

recent

being displayed

Foxmail

crash

on the Activities

caused part of the layout
to be lost, an early release

board in the Bruin

of the Bruin will still oc

new

Den. Also, volun

c u r i n O c t o b e r.

shut down for the semes

Crescent staff is

teer photogra

ter to focus on restructur

full of ideas and

ing and creating new pro
grams, budgeting, and
publicity.
The overall goal is to

actions for the year
- ways to improve the

community. KFOX has

eeorge Fox Universi

cessful.

The

phers are a new
edition to the pho

The overall focus for

the year is to bring back
the community oriented

new features to the year
book this year. For start

tography crew.

ers, 8 pages of color will

terest in photographing

newspaper, yearbook, ra

be a new attraction to the

sports or activities, contact

dio station; they are all

per! One new aspect for
the year will be the con

activities section. Since

the darkroom for details.

the new, artistic cover was

(There is still room for

increasing the number of

sistent distribution of the

well-liked, the staff is

more writer's for the Cres

designed to uplift the
George Fox Community
while informing and enter

satisfied listeners and im

Crescent.

dedicated to creating an
other unique cover, design,
and theme for the year.
With the need for photo
graphs at hand, the dark

cent and L'Ami as well)

bring back the Christ-cen
tered, community-oriented
nature of KFOX, thereby

proving the reputation,
honesty, and integrity of
KFOX within the George
Fox community. By con

quality, design, and useful
ness of the paper. It will
be a completely new pa

The current goal is to
produce an 8-page paper
every full week this se
mester. If this continues

If students have a in

aspect of the Communica

tions Department. The

lease of the Bruin Direc

taining students and staff.
I hope to see them
used to their highest poten
tial and with the highest

t o r y. C o r r i e C h a s t e e n

quality.

Another exciting im
provement is the early re

ASC activities
abound as GFU
heads into Fall
"Exceeding the expected in serving our

fellow students with humility, integrity, and
the love of Christ"
Mission of ASC 1998-99

The ASC has big plans for 1998-99, here

are a few events to be looking for in the
next month.

October 2, 80's Dance in The Commons
at 8:00 P.M.

October 16, "Van Me!!" Watch for more

info on this in upcomming issues.
October 23, Root Beer Floats!! And the
ever popular Theater Games.
October 30, 70's Dance. TEA

Bruin Brawls 101
An Introduction
One of the great things about George Fox is the Bruin Brawls. But what
exactly is a Bruin Brawl? Well Websters dictionary defines a bruin as a
bear, and it defines a brawl as "a noise quarrel, fracass, row,rumpus,
scrap, fray or melee.'' A bruin brawl at GFU is just that, a melee fought
over a little bear. Bruin Brawls are fought to see which class gets to keep
the Bruin for the next week. So if you see a bunch of people in a fracas,
either Join and try to help your class win, or run the other way!!!
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Christian feminism
Rowena Lampas
Assistant Editor

of us. Because we are worth

Feminism was not an

so much to Him, we should be

idea, it was a fact. I am a

worth a whole lot to each

feminist because I have seen

o t h e r. T h a t ' s w h a t l o v e i s .

and experienced the power of

Christian

strong women. That

'T/ic great question that has

feminist, not simply because

reconciliation cannot be on

never been answered and

"the

my terms, but on those of the

I

which I have not yet been able
to answer, despite my thirty

am

Bible

a

tells

me

so."

gospel.

feminine soul, is "What does a

Studying at George Fox for
many years, I have grown to
be an independent, thinking
adult. With my generation the

woman want?'*by SIgmund

distinguish between those he

old established "roles" have,

has chosen, and those who do

Freud

for the most part, been broken
down. Women freely pursued
whatever vocation, task,

not know him. Who are we to

thought Christian feminist
theology was. One of the

ministry, or ideas they want.

What right have we to not love

things I thought most

Christian

essential to Christian feminist

perspective, it reminds me

theology is the idea of

that in Christ "there is neither

someone, because we judge
them unnt, or unsaved? If
God, who has every right to
judge, suspends his judgment

bringing dignity to the

Jew nor Greek, slave nor free,

until he saves all who will

oppressed, ratifying the

male nor female" (Galatians

equality of all humanity by

3:28). What a better witness

come, what right have we to
judge?

acquiescence to one another,

than to share this notion with

Let us continue to

and recognizing the value of

the whole world, to love others

learn to love one another - not

all human beings.

just those who hold our same
beliefs, but to love all people,
just as Jesus Christ loved and

shows that God loves us and

r e g a r d l e s s o f g e n d e r,
ethnicity, sexual orientation,
o r a n y o t h e r d e fi n i n g
characteristic that people may

wants a relationship with all

use to exclude.

reconciled to God.

years of research into the

A friend of mine

asked me recently what I

Christ died for the

sins of all humanity, which

F u r t h e r, w i t h t h e
feminist

However, this is not
to say that God does not

condemn someone that God

may be planning to save?

died so that all would be

Staff Writer

In 1996 Copenhagen,
Denmark had the distinction

of serving as the "cultural
capital" of Europe. Evenasa
casual summer sightseer I
noticed a fresh coat of paint
and shine on buildings, streets
and the ever-present buses.
The ubiquitous and usually
well-worn rent-a-bikes had a
certain 'new' look. Fellow

wanderers witnessed a city
united in purpose, all of its

over time, tearing apart. A

represented and reflected the
love and support of a

quilt is temporary.

community for one of its own.
All AIDS quilts worldwide
were later joined in a single,
bonded piece of fabric acres
in size and displayed in

seamless garment. His

Washington DC as a

When we enter as

memorial and a reminder of

the tragedy of loss AIDS

worshipers into the sacred
realm, the seams of our

represents.

defensive self-awareness melt

A spiritual learning
community is something like
a quilt. In our diversity, we
are joined together to serve.
Individually, we may seem as

wore

a

quality that our quilted
relationships would lack were
it not for worship.

away into the simple truth
that we are indeed favored,
loved, and remembered by
God.

normally dark and drab 18th
century Copenhagen city hall

scraps of cloth, but through
spiritual community we
become valued, vital parts of
a meaningful whole.

atrium was instead alive with

Many in our world

likeness of Jesus' love and

little more than unrelated

the color of enormous quilts.

and

L a i d o u t o n t h e fl o o r a n d

alienated from the quilt of safe
human relationships. Part of

hanging on the walls were
huge, colorful quilts, each of

which would have wrapped a
king-size bed many times
over, like a large picnic
blanket wrapped around a
shoebox.
A

closer

look

revealed that each quilt was
made of nine to eighteen

in

our

church

feel

our school's mission is to

provide space in our quilt for

those who are searching for a
place to be stitched in.
A quilt such as this

has many colors, many
distinct patterns, and many,
many seams.
The

seams

which

grace. Worship allows God to
work the miracle of making us

machine!" - Jason Harper

'Seeing Dee and Grandpa Roy everyday in
Heacock."(Is the greatest!) - Matt Holt

Regarding Porms:
"U-HaU 3 has the best R.A. We Love You
Angela!" - Courtney Johnson

"Floor hours rule!" - Andrew Flash

"My room-mate is awsome and the atmosphere is
a lot better than high school. The people are
great!" - Becky Matthews

truly one body in Christ.
I imagine the AIDS
q u i l t fi n a l l y b e i n g j o i n e d
together, with its innumerable
seams. But the eyes of those

who love the people
represented in the quilt see

instead a tapestry of
memorial and meaning. May
God see in the quilt of our

sleeping-sized sections, each
designed and sown by the

bind us provide strength, yet
are vulnerable to fraying,

community a beautiful,
seamless tapestry of His

loved ones of a recent AIDS

splintering, and eventually

grace.

Editor in Chief - Jonathan Robens

Assistant Editor - Rowena Lampas

Crescent

"Chuck sure knows how to work the card

garment represents an eternal

T h e q u i l t e d
patchwork of human
relationships is transformed
by worship, woven eternally
into a seamless tapestry, rich
in color, revealing a wonderful

splendor displayed, open and
bright.
The huge but

Regarding Marriott:
Greenland

victim. Each quilt section

Jesus

r a fl a c t i o n s

"Forget Metamucll, I've got Marriott! - Nate

Intricate tapestry of worship
By Kevin Carr

'rashman

Business Manager - Sheldon Nalos

Opinion Page Editor - Jen Myers
A&E Page Editor - Beau Prichard
Sports Page Editor - Matt Gustalson

In General:
"Everyone has been "real nice!" - Jacob Knutz
"I love the freedom!" - Jon Fordice

The Crescent welcomes your brief letters W.. -n

unsg
i nede
l ters, but your name can be wtihheM^

We reserve the right to edit by request,

letters to The Crescent, SUB box E space. Send your
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Transfer's deserve credit
Jonathan Roberts
Editor in Chief

Eeing a new student at

George Fox can be a tough ex

perience, especially for a trans
fer student.

Transfer students are in a

tough position. Not only so they
have to jump into a new school

(which is tough enough), but
they also have to develop a core
group of friends. This is made

tougher by the fact that most of
the people in their classes are

returning students who already

have establis^ied their group of
friends and may overlook a new
person. This is not intentional,

but a fact of life. Many times

these working, since they have
worked for me.) The first way

though, is almost forced to be

to meet people is to meet people

to meet new people. This dance

outgoing in their attempt to de
velop a core group of friends.
This is a dilemma faced by all

through roomies. Roomies
creats a great starting off point,

is for everyone, so come. One
can never have too many

"■^Whenever I hear the

especially if your roomie is out
going. Unfortunately, if your
roomy is not outgo
ing then this option
might not work.

friends.

mypistoir* by Hanns Johsl

Count yourselves lucky if
you have been able to go to Fox
for your entire college career.

"they," but they called

transfer students, and a dilemma

that most conquer.
Though there
are a few that are un

u

You only had to be and feel like
a freshman once, transfer stu

students, I personally

in their attempt

have not had that

to develop a
core group of

ing people is a
breeze. Find out if

Transfers deserve a huge
amount of credit. Not only do
they have to worry about their
studies, but they have to get ad
justed to college life and try to

friends.

there is a club de

make new friends. This is not

signed for your major. You can find
this out through

an easy task, so those of you that
make it. great job! Give your
self a big pat on the back!!
So now that all you re

sometimes do feel a little

turning students have gotten
settled in, go up and introduce

with a lot of American

yourself to the new guy/gall in

friends with them.

problem. I feel that I
am a very outgoing

tivities where meet

person, which is a big
help when trying to
meet new people. But

your counselor. You can also
find out about new clubs and ac

tivities through the Crescent.
Your best option, how
ever, is to just DO SOME

plentiful and most of them work

THING!

Get

involved

day and you may even find
yourself a new friend. Remem
ber you can never have too

great, (I can attest to each of that are held on campus. In fact.

many friends!!!
I

O C - T TA
Reau

<5O-

sure individuality, but some
times the individuality ex

expressed on people's clothes or
the bathroom walls. Yet, the

role in the quality of friends I
would make, the education I
would receive, the social atmo

ronment can be achieved.

sphere I would dwell in, and

No one ever prepared me
for the juggling act that college
life would require. Undoubt

Arriving at Fox was un

like anything I had ever experi
enced before. Unlike the first

day of junior high or high
school, I was without my wellestablished crowd of friends,

my reputation, and my relation
ship with the faculty. I was just
another person without distinc

tion, like all new students on

campus. As I waved good-bye
to my parents I realized that I
was now in ultimate control of

where my path would lead. No

students that this kind of envi

edly the hardest part of fresh
man year is the necessary but
complicated task of finding a
balance between work and play.
Yet, as easy as it is to get lost in
the whirlwind of events that

take place during the first se
mester of school, I urge you to

keep in mind why it is that we
are here, and give appreciation
where it is due. Although we
all want to achieve different

goals in our stay here at Fox, we

are unified by God's ultimate

A new point of view on rain.

By Matt Clemens
Guest Writer

As I was assisting new
students with moving onto
campus this past August, I had
flashbacks of my glory days at
George Fox. A long time ago
at the beginning of what I call,
adulthood.

The year was 1989.
When I first pulled up on the
George Fox campus, 1 stretched
my freshly painted 67 bug
across two parking spaces. Yes,
my sheer disregard for the
yellow lines of the parking lot
was actually possible, although
maybe not permissible. I
remember my exultation as I
unpacked the IBM PC Jr. my
parents had so generously given
to me. This computer, if you
would like to call it that,

force consequences for my ac
tions. Instead, I would have to

sen each one of us to be here

allowed me to type three whole
pages of information before I

for some specific reason, and I

had to start a new document! As

recognize this as a gift. I hope
that you as well can realize how
truly blessed we are to have the

my parents drove away, they

privilege of sharing in his great
plan. Show your appreciation to

College meant freedom, but it God by making the most of ev
meant responsibility as well.

uttered the famous words, Don't

forget to call! I realized this was
the beginning of my adult life
(at this time defined as, able to
set my own curfew).
Orientation was a

Students at Fox differ

ery moment, never withholding

greatly from the students in the
public school system that I grew

tunity to encourage another in

whirlwind of activity and yes,
the Ho down was a part of the
festivities. 1 remember feeling

their path to success.

like I was at some kind of retreat

up in. The students here seem

a smile, or passing up an oppor

understand when some

of my American friends
are saying to me, "all

United

Adulthood, the year 1989

plan for our lives. He has cho

form it however I so desired.

However, there
are times that I don't

States

but

for a few days.
Then reality struck as I
received my first syllabus at 8:00
a.m. Wednesday morning. Yes,
the beginning of adult student
life (defined as slave to the study
carre).
Each

of

the

three

following school years started
much the same way. A flurry of
activity always accompanied by
my parents driving off with the
window rolled down shouting.
Don't forget to call!

After allowing my
mind to wander to the good old

days, I began to examine my life
today as a full-fledged adult
(now defined as one in debt). At
each major juncture, there has
been one constant, a rolled down
window and those famous
words. Even when I visit home

these days as a married male
adult (defined as, one much less
able to watch NFL football)
those words always accompany
the goodbye waves.
Who knows where the

next stage of adulthood will take
me? Maybe one day I will be
an adult parent (defined as, one
having not babysat). One thing
for sure though, I know as long
as my parents are able, they will
never tire of those famous

words. So as you venture into
adulthood, don't forget... well,
you know.

share the same goal in
life.

U s u a l l y, m y
American friends expect
me to know everything
about Japan and its
culture. I am actually
glad that I can have the
opportunity to share my
background with other
cultures. However, it is
sometimes a pressure for
me to carry this

educational opportunity.
I am here to learning
American

culture

instead of ministering the
custom of Japan. More
importantly, I want to be
who 1 am. On the other

hand, though I am
seeking status here in
America, it is ironic that
the only status I have is
being an International
student from Japan.
Often

times

I

have

wondered, how can I be
who I want to be? Can

people .see me for who I
am but not what they
wanted me to be?

Let me ask you,
aside from being an
American, do you really
know who you are and
what you want to be?

October!. /99H
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It

doesn't mean that we

longer would my parents en
live with the direct results of my
actions. My code of conduct
would be my own, and I could

make

appearance, not the
personalities of each and
every American or
Japanese. There are
many of us here in the

see or read some of the things

ence of God in the lives of the

and

is only because of

fended or even embarrassed to

sphere of Fox and I know that
it is only because of the pres

students

look the same. But that

grading. Many times I felt of

ing something more. The cho
sen college would play a huge

more chances to meet

me, all Americans are

pressed in high school lacked
taste and was completely de

farther the better), I was seek

with "my people," I have

Japanese are from the
same family. Well, of
course, ail the Japanese
pretty much look alike;
yet, it is same for me. To

BAD//'

vidual but not extreme. I trea

positive contributions with their
individuality rather than de
grading ones. I truly appreciate
the fresh and welcoming atmo

lonely by not staying

Japanese are like this
and that," as if all the

so genuine and caring, indi

students at Fow are responsible
with their freedom, making

People usually think that
Asian students always
walk or study together in
a group. Well, not me. I
call myself, "a minority
of the Japanese."
Sounds ironic, doesn't it?
I admit that though I

the back. This will make their

in

Life as a freshman

as a person.

lama Japanese.

many clubs and ac

to one of the dances or movies

ultimately who I would become

themselves 'his."

volved. There are

intermurals, choir, sports, or go

to its distance from home (the

them

to be outgoing

new people. These options are

ing a college was in its relation

called

is almost forced

hand, have it easier. They are in

Finally, after four years of
questionnaires, financial aid
seminars, college and career
fairs, and debates over every
aspect of college life, I've fi
nally arrived at the place that
will indefinitely be called home.
Unlike many of my high school
friends whose priority in pick

1

themself to fellow

dents when it comes to meeting

Opinion Page Editor

word culture... I reach for

dents had to do it twice.

The second

Freshman, on the other

Jen Myers

Guest Writer

option is to get in

year that they are not open to
take the first step and include a

looking to meet new students.

dance which will be a great way

Hiroaki Kurokawa

student, though,

A transfer

going the first month of school
can be tough!
There are, however,
some great options for new stu

a whole class of new students

tomorrow there will be a 80's

able to take that big
first step in being out
going and introducing

for those people that are not out

new student.

Japanese, so?

so the friend making process is
niuch easier. A transfer student,

returning students are so happy

to see their friends from last

I am

Oct. 2. 1998
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Self-aware URBAN LEGEND
Jason Miller &
Beau Prichard
Movie Reviewers

The pretty actor steps

pleases
It didn't try to be se-

rsAAiSt
and broken, and the film

Alicia Witt and
Rebecca Gayheart

from his car, tells the girls,

' I'll be right back', and

are prey for the
killer in horror flick
URBAN LEGEND

goes into the gas station.
AND HE DOESN'T DIE!

ements are revealed. A great movie to see with a
serial killer (is there any bunch of people, so you
other kind these days.)
can laugh and jump to

kiling people according to gether. And, as always,
the modern folklore guys, take a girl, and I
passed through schools promise they'l be in your
and other social environ

ample of the post-Scream
horror era. Horror mov

ies are now all the rage,
and the market is flooded
with knock-offs. The guy

ments. Rules come into

lap.

If you want to con

play affecting just how tinue your Urban experi
closely the urban legends

who wrote Scream and /

Summer,
Kevin
Williamson (who does
Dawson's Creek on his

ror movie, and it wasn't

pretentious enough to try
has a twist at the end Ne to be anything more than
rules are added to the pot scary blood 'n guts. Ur
when the urban legend e ban Legend would be a

This is a fantastic ex

Know What You Did Last

rious, it knew it was a hor

out sometime next year are cally enough, Dawson's have to .'p^

his last horror works, he's Creek. His is the best per- examp e, i , • j

vacations), is being

headed for bigger and bet- formance of the movie. Rocks won t i ,
ter places. This leaves the and he may be the only kid what do you corn i
market open for such films in the film who is really the Pop Roc s. y,

swamped with offers, but

as Disturbing Behavior, going places.

bathroom chemicals, of

ence at the video store,
check out I Know What
You Did Last Summer,

starring another TV starlet,
or the original Halloween,
from horror master John

he has left his mark and he

course!

Carpenter.

to I Know , coming out

Now, this movie is
not Scream , and it will

rated R for language, ten

and Urban Legend, which Speaking of the
is moving on. The sequel dotheirbesttofillthegap. boy, his scenes are good
next month, was made

Urban Legend is examples of the other

never be. But, it is a pretty

Scream effect that Urban

completely without

not Scream. It tries really
hard, but it's not quite

Williamson, other than his

there. It has the attractive,

tate, which is the self- era work is good, the ten-

saying they could make it

twenty-something TV ac

awareness. He turns on his

sion is excellent, the script

tress as the lead (Alicia

radio, and the song from

is okay, and the killings are

Witt, of Cybill ), her hot
best friends, and a coupla

Dawson's Creek comes

on. The Noxema Girl

great. This movie has a
great deal in common with

pin-up guys, one of which

(Rebecca Gayheart is

Halloween H20, which

a brilliant cameo by

called the Noxeman Girl.

was just a whole bunch of

Joshua Jackson of, ironi-

All the horror movie ste-

fun.

without him. The Faculty,

coming out this holiday
season, Killing Mrs.

Tingle, a let's-murder-theteacher dark comedy, and
the final Scream, coming

Legend attempts to imi- good substitue. The cam

Urban Legend is
sion, bloody violence, and
some sexual content.
URBAN LEGEND

B

Promising Film Goes Back on Promise, Falls Short
Jason Miller &
Beau Prichard
Movie Reviewers

This film has a pedi

mercenaries.

doesn't seem that impor

The film begins with
the group of spy stereo

tant, which is sad.

types (computer guy, sup

from common, and strives

The movie is far

gree as long as your arm.

plier, driver, young stud)

to be ground-breaking, but

It has one of the greatest

assembling under a young

directors in the history of

Irish woman who wants

fi l m b e h i n d i t , J o h n
Frankenheimer {The Manchurian Candidate; Bird-

them to steal a suitcase.

only runs circles around
itself trying to be too cool.
The dialouge, and the
subtle spy stuff is good,

of the greatest script writ

Perhaps the first
forty-five minutes are
spent assembling the am
bush sequence where the

ers of the last two decades,
David Mamet {Glengarry,

spies initially attempt to
steal the case. They are

Glen Ross; Wag the Dog
); needless to say hopes
were high as we entered

double-crossed, and the

man ofAlcatraz), and one

the theatre.
Ronin are Samurai

without masters. They
were free to wander the

country, hoping to reclaim

quest begins again from

but a thriller can't be car

ried by what the people
say, it must be carried on
what they do, and for some

Robert DeNiro (center) takes a shot at being a spy

reason it doesn't feel like

punches when dealing fantastic dialouge, or The

they do enough. The plot
twists are interesting and

scratch, only know every
one is even more suspi

well executed, but this is

cious of each other than

sum not equaling the value

they were before.

of the parts, which are

The movie sup

plies plenty of really cool

an unfortunate case of the

signifigant.

living hiring themselves

plosions, but is suprisingly

agent who takes leadership

out as bandits or soldiers.

l a c k i n g i n fi n g e r n a i l
clenching moments of ten

of the group of Ronin sim

is over, you are suprised,

and hire themselves out as

but for some reason it

October!, 1998

played be Natascha

Frankenheimer at his best,

McElhone, who also does

an excellent job with her
IRA character.

Much as I wish I
you are a car chase freak,

movie, as Sam, the ex-CIA

Ronin are without masters,

Manchurian Candidate ,
with
director

could say different, unless

car chases, some good ex

sion, and when the movie

charge of their group,

DeNiro carries the

their honor, or to make a

The spies that
form the core group in

with the young woman in

starring the late great
Frank Sinatra, in an en
grossing film about war
paranoia and assassins.
Ronin is rated R for

or you love DeNiro, wait language and some bloody

till it comes out on video.
ply thorugh being softIf you really can't
spoken and intelligent, wait, rent Heat and see
winning the trust of the

DeNiro at his greatest in a

group, and not pulling

scorching heist film with

violence

RONIN:

c +

Grab Street Prognost
Jamie Lunt &

ications

Internet Serves Useful Purpose

scripted insight by per

Bethany Sonerholm

sonally becoming a part

Coiumnists

or the play. We each iden
tified with specific char

By way of school

Well, sort of...

things we would just like

come up with the looniest

to believe, and even some

new movie propositions

Keith Llewellyn

outright lies. Why? Be
cause he can. When you

they can and try to slide
them past you. Like....

A&E Staff

Jamie felt he had
y^-cl
ngs, { woul
d aacters,
like togreeti
mtroduce
Jamie
lot in common with the

Lunt. For all of you who gtiy who just layed
haven t yet encountered there... but I think that
him, or read his column was only because he was
last year, Jamie is a na

tired. Personally, I think
he had a lot in common

tional tap-dancing cham
pion and renowned poet. with the wheel chair
bound Magnus... he runs

He also appreciates
cheeses of all kinds, and people over all the time

is known for being the (figeratively speaking of

have power and people are
Imagine a world

where you get paid to do
what you not only love,
but what you would be
doing anyway! This is the
world of Hany Knowles,
internet guru, and extreme

people what you know
they'would like to hear,

News (www.aint-it-coolnews.com) is a internet

more responsible person
tells

the

in disguise, or
maybe he"s

aren't supposed to know.

That more respon
sible party is Coming At

dear Bethany is

just as frumpy

Which home page was the

tractions (corona.be.ca/

first to have the official

films). They run a busi

new title of the Episode

ness-like site, mature and

as Colombo.

roe

on

I felt I

the

to rescue her loved ones....
John Grisham's The

Space Lawyer: Hotshot
young lawyer defends a
gay

truth.

Subtlety."
And my

going to keep

ants, and she has to fight
her way out of the house

internet universe by telling

site that specializes in en
tertainment news you

"Captain of Wit and coui'se), and is a detective

family is taken hostage by
irate, heavily armed peas

even millions in the

and then laugh at your new
found fame when some,

fanboy. Ain't It Cool

Wynona Ryder stars
in a period film where her

going to listen, why not
say whatever you like.
Disillusion thousands,

astronaut.
And two words....

Pulp Muppets
Keep in mind none of
these exist, but they're
good for a laugh. All in
all, Coming Attractions is

straight and nar

had a lot in

One Star Wars movie?

row.

common with

(The Phantom Menace, in

straight-forward. There is
no, 'woo-hoo, look at me

the sensual

case you're curious. Ain't

I'm on the internet' mate

Cynthia... be

It Cool of course. Harry

rial like you will find in

now has a small role in the

abundance at Ain't It Cool.

Ain't It Cool is the place

Rather, you will find a

to go. Harry also reviews

page that looks like Hol

films, which gives you
much more of an insight
into whether their any

Miss

Sonerholm's ty

Jamie Lunt HI

rannical nature

Esquire

cause

a n d fi n a n c i a l ^

cast was phenomenal...

upcoming sci/fi horror
movie called the Faculty,
directed by his close friend
Robert Rodriguez (Des

especially having had

perado ), as a film teacher

only three weeks to
memorize, perfect, and

teachers are taken over by

well - she was

brilliance is tem

tall.

pered by a sweet smile,

Naturally, the

and willingness for ad
venture that is second

only to her way with
words. (She'll probably
type this whole thing.)

perform the whole thing.

We'll explain more about
this joint venture next

James

and

Marshall traded phrases

week.

with each other like An

The problem
with trying to type our

glican rappers, and the
rest (dead guy included)

pithy article on The Real
Inspector Hounds is that
Tom Stoppard has fo

brought new life to the
densely written script.
I (Bethany), a

cused his keen, sarcastic

huge fan of fascinating
facial expressions, would

eye on the world of The
ater criticism.

date Nathan Dunkin for

Fortunately for us,

his eyebrows alone!

we are only goofing off

L

for a campus

paper, lest the

urn...

i

k

e

most Fox pro
ductions, there

u -

weight of the

Personally, I

is greater depth

irony could

think he had

than one might

sink us both.

a lot in

In fact the only

common with

real difference

between us and
the critics in

the play is that

expect. Issues
of identity and

the wheel

and the dangers

chair bound

of jealousy

Magnus

swirl around the
audience and
between the
clever lines. So

Bethany

Bethany is not

plotting to kill

anyone and Jamie is not the moral of the story is...
having any affairs. critique careful with your

(Come to think of it

criticism lest you become

though, he has been get
ting home late.)

watch out for them run

Now Jamie's just

sitting there muttering in
the corner and playing
with the Etch-A-Sketch.
We have decided to

a character yourself, and

away wheel chairs.

"Jamie, what's

that on the Etch-A-

challenge

" H e r e B e t h a n y,

"THIS USED TO

his

alien entities. Think The
Breakfast Club meet In

be my column

weekly, and maintains al
phabetical listings, and all
sorts of other great fea
tures. They check their sto

esting to read, but for pure
volume of information,

good or not, than, say, the
major plot points or the
cast, but that's only if you
agree with a morbidly
obese fanboy with a movie
website. Which, you

vasion of the Body
Snatchers . As Harry him
self would say, 'cool,

ries, and if they can't back
them up, they warn you.

h

And, best of all, come

might not. But, really, if
you were one of them you
probably wouldn't have

April Fool's Day, they

fi n i s h e d t h i s a r t i c l e .

u

h

?

'

Harry himself would
admit it, although only
perhaps if you twisted his
arm, but he really does
now have it made. People
send him scripts. They
want his opinions, because
for all those drooling
internet geeks out there, a
voice is now crying out in
the wilderness. Holly
wood is listening. Movie
after movie is being made
on this guy's say so alone.

The upcoming Lord of the
Rings, and Stephen King's
The Green Mile (with Tom
Hanks) are the two most

recent examples. Both had

3okeP? YoU kNoW U R!!
The Weekend Events Calendar

Wanna go to a concert?
'^Seattle's new Alternative to

Alternative, HARVEY DANGER

is playing La Luna tonight!
'''Buy tickets for the

Night of Broadway, Friday, Oct 15
On sale in the SUB today!
HOW BOUT A MOVIE?

scripts, neither had stu
dios. He said both were

*Antz, the new computerized insect

good, and within a month
or so, they're shooting.

cartoon from Dreamworks opens
today! If you like the Simpsons,
Christopher Walken, Jamie's
Column, Crimson Tide, or Woody
Allen, you should go see this.

For every Harry

Knowles, who now gets to
attend premieres and ga
las, brushing shoulders
with the stars, there is a
G

Sketch?"

stare Stoppard down. why don't you read it?"
Thus Jamie and I

at a school where all the

lywood insiders would ac
tually have the patience
and interest to read. It up
dates a couple of times

the easiest and most inter

a

r

t

h

.

Garth runs a page
called Dark Horizons out
of

Australia

(www.darkhorizons.com)

"^Willing to die for the one you love?
Take them to What Dreams May
Come, with Robin Williams,
opening tonight.

where he reports what he
October 2, 1998

Religion invades secular novels with good results
buckets of blood, some

siders discover the secret

involvment in the preven
tion of Armageddon.... The

and stop the dragon in

6 Messiahs

illicit sex. Peretti has can

townsfolk. Will the out
Beau Prichard
A&E Editor

A group of people

light swearing, and (gasp)

also worth considering,

not because it follows a

pattern with the other two,
but because it stands rela

And the winner is...

pretty much do what he

One of these three is

Frank Peretti's The

likes and have a best-sell

tively alone. Instead of

doned town in Nevada,

not like the other. One of

Oath . A town collectivly

ing novel, and here he tries being explicitly about one

hiding from a vicious,
alien entity that uses a

them was written for a

sells their souls to the devil

to extend his audience

religion or another, it em

Christian audience, and

for a demonic force of

writing a C.S. Lewis type

body until it falls apart,

the other two were ex

their own to pass down

novel with simple events

a n d t h e n i n v a d e s a n o t h e r.

tremely successful secular

that form a spiritual pic

Stephen King's novel

through family lines until
the dragon that manifests
their power begins to col

of desert terror, about a

lect on the debt the town

demonic alien force at

owes the devil.

doesn't accept the concept

tempting to release a larger

Suprisingly enough,
Peretti plays King in The
Oath, and in Desperation
King plays well at Peretti,
including an impressive
(although not quite reli
giously acceptable) ma

of God but don't mind the

ture message on the con
dition of God. Frank

about the ongoing adven

majority of our commu
nity would not appreciate,

Peretti eschews his usually

but within, it contains

The line is disappear

souls to the devil, and gets
their own personal dragon,
but the dragon gets hungry
and begins to feed on the

tures of Arthur Conan

some suprisingly mature
concepts that are worth
thinking about.

ing, people. Just as when
I tell people I believe in

Sherlock

purveying Christian mes
sage and writes a straight
forward allegorical horror

Holmes stories, and his

novel in which there is

The 6 Messiahs is

Film Festival,

a tragedy, a Bible based

brings art,
opportunities

tally honest film about re
lationships which you
should all be looking for

time?

waiting in a small, aban

Can they be saved by a
child, and the god that is
speaking through him?
6 saviors are gathered
from the corners of the

world to stop the summon

novels. The answers are:

evil force from an aban

ing of the Beast and the
beginning of the end of the
world. Will armageddon

doned mine shaft, and the

begin, or will the assort

t

ment of religious figures
and outcasts prevent the

Desperation.
Mark Frost's (co-cre
ator of Twin Peaks ) novel

rising of the beast?
A town sells their

good spiritual power that
helps those trapped in the
o

w

n

d

e

f

e

a

t

Doyle that inspire him to
create

the

film, an art film, and a bru

The

w a r d t o . T h e fi l m f e s t i v a l

to campus

will be publicized by Ja
son Miller, who is looking

Keith Llewellyn

to Public Relations for a

A&E Staff

Seth Himes is deter

mined to invade Holly

living, and he has big
plans. He is hoping to
s e n d i n v i t a t i o n s t o fi l m

Christian, God-oriented

motion pictures are his

dependent film commu
nity, and has hopes to get
in contact with Gus Van

it.

The audience that

line between religions,
creating a conglomerate
faith that we all indirectly
adhere to, which I fmd ap

pealing, because it is much

more accepting than the,

'I'm right, you're wrong'

concept of the devil get a
horror story with some

approach that is so com

spiritual concepts that they
can ignore if they like.
Desperation contains a lot

about it, we have a lot
more in common with

of elements that the vast

monly used. If you think
Islams, Buddhists and
Hindus, than we have

seperating our forms of
belief.

Jesus and God, they don't
laugh at me.

Introducing

MINdBENDEr
By Jonathan Roberts

From an idea by Matt Jones

LUelcome to your first Mindbender, a mind-altering eKperience
originating from puzzles about useless facts which only people

uiith way too much time on their hands could answer. Since this

is the first installment this one will be easy.

folk in the Northwest in

wood and make it his own.

ture for those looking for

braces all, and blurs the

Name That
Movie.

This is as simple as it sounds, just name the movie the quote came from. The year
the movie came is also listed to make it easier on you. Answers are at the bottom.

goal. He is already start
ing. Hopeless Romantics

Sant {Good Will Hunting)

, his first short film, was

extraordinaire and give

You'll never grow old Michael, and you'll never die....but you must

him

feed!!"(1987)

debuted for the school last

year, and was entered in a
film festival. This year, he
is bringing the film festi
val to the school. The

George Fox Highwater
Film Festival will be this

spring, and entrants are
warming up to film as we
speak. Scripts are already
written, more are in the
works, and Seth is excited.

If you are interested in
submitting a script, you
can contact Seth over

foxmail, and ask him for a

film application. If you
are interested in helping
someone out, they are
looking for experienced
light and sound technic

i

a

n

s

.

In the planning to
date are a sketch comedy.

Portland

an

director

invitation.

Casey Brooks, cam
era man on Hopeless Ro
mantics, is away in Cali
fornia right now on con
sortium, learning his craft
better. When he returns,

he is planning on working
with Seth on their second

film, and Casey has plans
to make his own. John

Wichner, second unit pho
tography on Romantics, is

making a black and white
art film this semester,and
may make a second film in

the

spring.
So, spring is where
it's at. Prepare to think, to
be entertained, and to vote

for your favorite film,
c o m e t h e fi r s t a n n u a l

George Fox Film Festival.
addt'l reporting by people

"So, now you know what we are, and now you know what you are.

"Give me your shirt, your boots and your motorcycle." (1991)
"Mother-what's the phrase?-isn't quite herself today." (1960)
"I'm looking for a great warrior," ''Wars not make one sreat "
(1980)

"Everything alright? Cause it looks like he was leaning " (1995)
"Mr Mayor, we are here tonight because a psychomagnatheric
shme flow of immense proportions is building up beneath the
c i t y. ' ( 1 9 8 7 )

^

cucarn

"YOUR GONNA DIE CLOWN!!!!" (1996) [This
easy]

tne

one is way too

Answers

...,9
saojsnqrsouo
5661nSu9661
d
i aosi osjouipo
raM"OAXddt.H£86III
apMAV0861so
>[u,ssd
i mqan?

0961 oqa/Csd 1661 I aojnuiuuax sXog jsoq
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Volleyball team extends streak to n i n e
Name goes here

"I think the most im

pressive thing about that

Position here

The Lady Bruins

game was that we didn't

the Northwest Conference

our competition, like so

maintained their spot atop

play down to the level of

Volleyball standings with

many teams sometimes
do."

two impressive wins last
weekend.

George Fox traveled

to Pacific last Friday and

came away with one of the

most impressive wins in

recent history, defeating
the Boxers 15-0,15-1, 153.

The Willamette game
featured a bit more drama

than the Pacific game. It
didn't seem like there

would be any drama, how
ever, as the Bruins raced

to a game one win. High

lights included an ace by

point. Willamette found a
bright spot, though, as

VWC Volleyball Standings

freshman Blair Hanson

Te a m

served up three aces.
Game three got a
little interesting when

George Fox
Fuget Sound

6-0

I.OOO 11 - 1 . 9 1 7

5-1

.833

5-1

.833

Willamette

4-2

.667

4-4

.500

Willamette took an 8-6

F L U

4-2

.667

6-6

.500

lead, but then Evans

Whitman

4-3

.571

7-6

.538

stepped in to serve for the
Bruins. They rattled off

L i n fi e l d

2-3

.400

7-5

.583

Lewis & Clark

1-4

.200

5-8

.385

eight straight points be
hind Evans' serving,

Whitworth

1-6

.143

2 - 11 . 1 5 4

P a c i fi c

0-6

.000

1-7

capped off by one of her
game-high five aces.
The Bruins were led

by Davis with 13 kills and
three blocks, and by senior

up that win with another

ior Sharon Bamett and se

Jennie Rennie, with a

1

victory on Saturday, dis

nior Amy Schultens.
Led by junior Beth

game-high 39 assists.
The Lady Bruins

2

Davis, the Bruins took

play on the road at Pacific
Lutheran on Friday, Octo

4

1, 15-6, 15-9.
Bruins head coach

Steve Grant was very im

game two easily as well.
Davis led a great defensive

pressed with the win over

effort with three consecu

P a c i fi c .

tive blocks during a single

ber 2, and their next home

match is Wednesday, Oct.
7 against Linfield.

GFU Freshman

Bryan Erickson
(#17) fights off
an opposing
player for the
ball. The Bruins

jumped six spots
in this week's

national poll,
moving from
25th up to 16th.

Columbia (Mo.)
Fresno Pacific (Calif.)
Bioia (Calif.)
Lewis-Clark St. (Idaho)
NW Nazarene (Idaho)
Dickinson St. (N.D.)

223

157

8.

Christ. Heritage (Calif.)
Western Oregon

9.

Hastings (Neb.)

141

3

5
6
7

2.

Westmont (Calif.)

3.

Mobile (Ala.)

4.

Life (Ga.)

5 .

Birmingham-Southern (Ala.)

6 .

Azuza Pacific (Calif.)

7 .
8 .

Simon Eraser (B.C.)
Rio Grande (Ohio)

9.

Columbia (Mo.)

10.

Green Mountain(Vt.)

11 .

Illinois-Springfield

12.
13.

Te x a s L u t h e r a n

135

12.

Bethel (Ind.)

129

13.

Georgetown (Ky.)

109

14.

100

17.

Westmont (Calif.)
St. Mary (Neb.)
Madonna (Mich.)
Point Loma (Calif.)

18.

Georee Fox

71

(tie)

St. Mary's (Tex.)

71

20.

24.

50
Dordt (Iowa)
Peru St. (Neb.)
33
St. Edward's (Tex.)
33
Palm Beach Atlantic (Fla.) 28
23
Lee (Tenn.)

(tie)

Southern Oregon

15.
16.

392
380

365

(As of September 22,1998)

1 Bruin Sports Events |
Volleyball:Friday, Oct. 2 - GFU at FLU
Wed., Oct. 7 - Linfield at GFU

309
266
250
239

Willamette Invitational, Bush Park,

St. Edward's (Tex.)

201

Salem

Nova Southeastern (Fla.)
Point Loma (Calif.)

186
174
156
139

Berry (Ga.)

57

Oklahoma City

55

Seattle (Wash.)

37

25.

23

371

22.
24.

76

375

21.
23.

83

410

Harris-Stowe St. (Mo.)
GeorgeJ^ . n ^
National American (S.U.)
Holy Family (Pa-)

20.

92

222

Newman (Kan.)

19.

147

Baker (Kan.)

15.

18.

168

Cross Country: Saturday, Oct.3 - at

14.

17.

182

233

William Carey (Miss.)

16.

450

195

11 .

(tie)

Lindsey Wilson (Ky.)

205

Lubbock Christian (Tex.) 138

23.

1.

218

10.

21.

NAIA Men's Soccer Poll

.125

NAIA Volleyball Poll

The Bruins followed

senior Rachel Evans, and
two powerful kills by jun

posing of Willamette 15-

games

Houghton (N.Y.)

Men's Soccer: Sat., Oct. 3 - GFU at FLU

137
106
94
82

Women's Soccer: Sat., Oct. 3 - GFU at
F L U
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McGwire and 'The Outside World'
meaning of "team base

they are locked in a thrill
ing wild card chase with

ball" to a new level. With

the New York Mets and

out any player hitting more

San Francisco Giants. As

than 27 home runs (1st
baseman Tino Martinez),

of Saturday, Chicago and

they have won an Ameri
can league record 113

for the spot, with the Mets
a game behind. In this

games, and that's still with
a game left to go. Their

year of only one true pen

Yankees have taken the
Matt Gustafson

Crescent Sports Editor
Wow.

That's really one of
the only words that truly
describes how incredible

this storybook year has
been.

And I don't only

always had the potential
but never really broke out,

pitching has been phe
nomenal, the fielding as
solid as any team in base
ball, and their play has fi
nally silenced their owner,
George Steinbrenner,
probably a more daunting
task than winning all those

have become the two most

mean the home run derby.
Of course, that has

been the most spectacular
aspect of this year. Two
sluggers, one proven many
times over, and one who

s'Zi

Mark McGwire
rounds the
bases in St.
Louis after

San Francisco were tied

nant race (in the Al West),
to have three teams fight

hitting his
historic 70th
home run.

McGwire's feat
was just a part

>

of what may go
down as the

ing for one spot speaks

„V

volumes for the success of
the wild card.

greatest
baseball season
e v e r .

Roger Clemens:

The Rocket nearly brought
his team back from the

Photo courtesy of Associated Press

brink of elimination this

ners' poor season, Alex

there's anyone who is still

games. The big question,

year, leading a charge to

Rodriguez became the first

bitter about the strike of

popular men in America
simply by hitting a little
white ball with a big stick.
It ended up 70-66

however, still lingers: can

ward the Red Sox that left

shortstop in history, and

four years ago, it's time to

they win it all?

them just a couple games

only the third person ever,

get over it. Baseball is

Card

s h o r t . Yo u c a n ' t b l a m e

to have a 40-40 season (42

back, and it's more alive

Races: The Cubs and Red

homers, 45 stolen bases).

t h a n e v e r.

McGwire, but each man

Sox poised to make the

Clemens, though, for the
Blue Jays not making the

c a m e o u t a w i n n e r.

playoffs? I think the wild
card is doing its job. The
Red Sox finally, in the sec
ond week of September,

playoffs. Winning 15
straight games is enough
leverage alone to give him
the Cy Young award right

clinched the American

now, not to mention his
20-win season, 260

tion, he gets big-time

strikeouts, and leagueleading 2.58 ERA. How

nately, they're not. Not to

Both McGwire and

Sosa have handled this in

sane situation with style,
grace, and humility, some
thing I'm sure we all wish
we saw more of in the

world of sports.
But there have been

some equally thrilling sto
ries this year not necessar
ily dealing with home
r u n s .

The Bronx Bomb

The

Wild

League Wild Card spot af
ter holding off a furious

And he accomplished all
this while playing the

The opinions ex

toughest defensive posi
tion in baseball. If the
Mariners were in conten
MVP

votes.

Unfortu

pressed in this column
do not necessarily re

flect those of the Cres
cent and or the Cres

mention the fact that A-

cent Staff, They are

Martinez might get it,

Rod and Ken Griffey, Jr.
have had the third highest

fore the wild card came in

based on the Red Sox's

home run total for two

simply the incoherent
ramblings of someone

would have been discuss

playoff spot, but Clemens
really deserves it.

teammates in history, only

charge by the Toronto
Blue Jays. Good for the
BoSox, who in years be

ing their off-season plans
in mid-August.

ers: This year's New York

As for the Cubs,

e v e r, B o s t o n ' s P e d r o

A-Rod:

Over

shadowed by the Mari-

Holub named

NWC Player of
the Week

behind Mantle-Maris and

Ruth-Gehrig.
After this year, if

who spends far too
much time talking

about sports.

NWC Women's Soccer Standings
Te a m

W-L-T Pis. Overall

Willamette

5-0-0

15

7-0-2

three goals and two as
sists in two games, Lady

F L U

4-1-0

12

5-2-1

Puget Sound

4-2-0

12

4-3-1

Bruins freshman for

George Fox

4-3-0

12

6-3-0

ward Karli Holub was

Seattle U.

3-3-0

9

5-3-0

named Northwest Con

Whitworth

2-3-0

6

3-5-0

ference Player of the

Lindeld

2-4-0

6

3-6-0

Week for the week of

Whitman

3

1-6-0

Septembe 20-26.

P a c i fi c

1-4-0
1-6-0

3

1-8-0

As a result of

Holub scored a

goal in the Bruins' 4-1
win over Pacific on Sat
T Tw P w c r t c h

Sports Writers

urday, and last Wednes
day she had a hand in
every goal in a 4- 1 win
over Linfield, with two

goals and two ssists.
Holub has scored

Wanted

a team-leading six goals

You like sports? You have opinions about

in this, her first season

sports? Why not write them down and have

with the Bruins. She

them publishedt The Crescent is looking for

scored 109 goals during

sports writers, if interested call Matt at ext.

a brilliant career at

3419.

Pleasant Hill High

NWC Men's Soccer Standings
Te a m

W - L - T Pts.

Overall

George Fox

4-2-1

13

6-2-1

Willamette

4-1-0

12

6-2-0

P L U

4-1-0

12

5-1-0

P a c i fi c

4-3-0

12

5-4-1

Seattle U,

3-2-1

10

3-3-1

Whitman

2-3-0

6

Puget Sound

2-4-0

6

3-4-0
3-5-0

Whitworth

1-4-0

3

3-4-0

L i n fi e l d

1-5-0

3

4-5-0

School.
I s s u e I Vo l C X V

October 2. 1998
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